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PHOTO-INTERPRETATION OF WAVE HILL, VICTORIA RIVER DOWNS AND
DELAMERE 

NORTHERN TERRITORY

SUMMARY

Proterozoic rocks occupy roughly the western half of

DELAMERE and VICTORIA RIVER DOWNS, and--form a smaller inlier
in the west of WAVE HILL.^The widespread Antrim Plateau

Volcanics, regarded-as of Middle Cambrian age, overlie the

Proterozoic rocks unconformably, and extend in a broad zone

from the south-west to the north-east of the studied area.

In the east-of WAVE-HILL and VICTORIA-RIVER DOWNS the Volcanics

are overlain by Middle Cambrian Montejinni Limestone; round Top

Springs on VICTORIA RIVER DOWNS a possible sedimentary bed between the

Volcanics and the Montejinni Limestone has been delineated.^The
Mullaman Beds of Cretaceous age aie exposed in a narrow strip in

the east of DELAMERE, and in the north-east and south-east of
VICTORIA RIVER DOWNS.^To the east-is sand plain, which also
covers the eastern part of WAVE HILL.

In places the older Proterozoic rocks, namely, the "Skull

Creek Limestone" and- "Timber CreelvFormation" have been sharply
folded, but the -roverlYing "Coolibah Formation" and "Jasper Gorge
Sandstone" are generally. sub-horizontal. _ Important fault zones
have been - observed in the Proterozoic rocks, but the younger rocks
axe, by comparison, little affected.^The Phanerozoic rocks are
in general flat-lying.



INTRODUCTION

Photo-interpretation (of WAVE HILL,VIOTORIA RIVER DOWNS and

DELAMME ) has been carried out with - the purpose of assisting in

the planning and execution of the field work scheduled for the

1966-67 seasons.

The photographs have a nominal scale of 1:50,000 and were

taken by the R.A.A.F. in 1948.^Contrast generallS is low as can

be seen by comparison- with_two gap-filling runs of 1:85,000 scale

photography on WAVE HILL flown in 1962.

J. C. Rivereau, of the Institut Francais du Petrole, inter-

preted the north-east quarter of DELAMERE.

Transparent overlays-of alternate photographs were annotated
and the annotations compiled on overlays of National Mapping photo-

scale planimetric sheets.^After editing, letter symbols were

added and the resulting photogeologi9a1 compilations were reduced

photographically-to 1°250,000 scalei the negatives assembled, a
film positive made, and the-latter , coMbined with the National
Mapping 1:250,000 scale planimentric compilation to produce a

composite print.

Geological work prior to 1955is summarized by Traves (1955).
Other documents consulted include-unpublished reports by Laing and
Allen (1956) and Barclay and Hays -(1965), unpublished maps dated
1958 at ascale of-4 miles to an-inch of WAVE HILL and VICTORIA
RIVER DOWNS compiled by N.J. Mackayl- and the results of investigations
on adjoining sheets by Randal (19161) and Milligan and others (1966).

PHYSIOGRAPI4Y

Traves (1955) in describing the topography of the Ord-Victoria

Region, uses the morphological divisions recognised by Paterson
(1954).^Those relevant to the area described in this report are
Victoria River Plateau, Victoria River Plains and Terraces, and
Sturt Plateau (Traves, opecit., Fig. 6).^The Sturt Plateau refers

- to the flat relatively eltvated sand plain in the south and east of
WAVE HILL, in the far east of VICTORIA RIVER DOWNS and the east of

- DEIAMERE.

The altitude of the plain ranges from 600' east of Willeroo up

to 1000° in the south of WAVE HILL, and its western boundary follows
approximately the Cretaceous scarp.



The Victoria River Plains and Terraces occupy a large part of

VICTORIA RIVER DOWNS and WAVE HILL; -they include the rolling downs
topography of-the Antrim Plateau Volcanic 's and-the low lying alluvi-

ated areas along the Wickham and Victoria Rivers.

, The Victoria River Plateau is composed of mainly, sub-horizontal

Proterozoic sediments that have been dissected by numerous rivers,
with the formation of deep gorges; plateau levels range from 600'

in the north to 1000' in the south.^The Plateau occupies the
western half of DELAMERE, and small parts in the west of VICTORIA

RIVER DOWNS and WAVE HILL.

A. WAVE HILL 

Stratigraphy (Table I)

Proterozoic 

Undifferentiated sedimentsj3 

This is not a distinctive unit, but rather a term applied to a
mediuth toned area of low relief round Blackgin Hill; on Run 5
Photo 5010 it appears to be stratigraphically below_Bu and is there-
fore older ,-, than:the Wave Hill-Beds.^On Mackay's cotpilation it is
referred to Jasper Gorge Sandstone.

-^A narrow zone associated with a north-west trending fault in
the west of the sheet, and a folded inlier near Wyalong Yard are
referred to13-

Timber Creek Formation But

This_name was given by Laing and Allen (1956) to a sequence
dominantly of siltstone, with minor 1imeston6,- sandstone and chert.
On Mackay's map of WAVE HILL (First edition, 1958) the unit is

shown in five separate plábas'in the *est and north but in the map
accompanying this report the undivided unit is shown only in two
places along the northern boundary of the sheet where it is medium
toned, bedded and jointed. Elsewhere the areas shown by Mackay as
But have not been referred to it, because in the Farquharson Gap
area they can be divided into several units (B 1 ,to . 1917), that from
air photo evidence seem to be older than Mackay's 13,1t in the
Blackfellow Knob area (Bu3).

The oldest units are exposed in an anticline near Farquharson
Gap; these are the divisionsBi toB7 which have been made on the
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' basis-of lithology„ as reflected in differences in photographic
tone, relative resistance to erosion and other photogeological

' characters.

Jasper_Gorge Sandstone Euj

This unit was also named by Laing and Allen (1956); it is
unconformable on the Timber Creek- Formation on VICTORIA RIVER
DOWNS. . . ^map follows Mackay's map where the
northern outcrops are concerned tut not for those in the west.
In the north Bu4 is _a light to medium toned unit, bedded and very
well jointed in places.

,,,,,, •••,•• ....... •,^•••^• ......^ •^• . • ....

Bedded sedimentary rocks El -to 117

The oldest unit 11
1 is a medium toned, bedded, fairly resis-

tant unit exposed in the core of an anticline near Farquharson
Gap; -successively younger units 12 to 117, apparently conformable,
have been distinguished on the basis of their lithology, as
.reflected in their photogeological character.^EP? is a medium
toned unit-without obvious bedding; it is probably of carbonate

- lithology because tink holes have been observed on R8/5127.

- Bedded sedimentary rocks 11u1 to Pu4; Uhdif4trentiated Eu

This is a conformable sequence starting with the lowest unit
Dui in the core of an anticline on R9/5009; the relationship of
the unit Pul to units in the sequence El to E7 is uncertain.^On
R8/5127 it can be seen that IP? is stratigraphically beneath EU2,
but- photocharacter does not suggest that P7? is the same as Jul.
There is also some doubt about the correlation of Eu2 across the
strong north-north-east trending fault on R8/127, but it seems
likely. _Eiu2 is a medium to dark toned, bedded, jointed unit
conformably above Eul from which it is separated by a soft thin
interval.^Eu3 has a soft interval at the base with a hard bed at
the top, giving rise to a fairly distinctive .aharp-edged scarp.
Another soft thin interval separates Eu3 from Eu4, a medium to dark
toned unit, well jointed in places, particularly on R8/129.

lu is applied to rocks of uncertain affinity 'but thought to
_be related to the general .101 to 109 sequence.^On Run 10A/5087
a light toned bedded unit is referred to Ma; it occupies a syncline
within 103 and therefore should be 104 but its appearance is more
like that of 105.

Also referred to Bu are rocks in a faulted anticline on R11/5168;
and associated with an north-trending fault zone (R7/5115; R6/5171;
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R5A/5010); and associatedlpith a faulted anticline north of
Mount Deagin (R9/5016; 10A/5098).

Wave Hill Beds Ru5 to Ru9

The Wave Hill Beds, as shown on Mackay's map, have been sub-
divided-into five units. u5.the basal unit, has a distinctive
light toned,_well bedded appearance; it overlies apparently con-

formably. unit Bu4. Barclay and Hays (1965, p.8) report limestone
in the Wave Hill Beds opposite Wave Hill Police Station.^The
units Bu6 to Bu9 are light and dark toned interbedded units, tilat
are found in an inlier in the Antrim Plateau Volcanics to the east
of and separate from the 1m5.

This symbol is given to a medium toned unit with an uneven
surface-resting unconformably on'Bu2 and Bu3; bedding is not
apparent but the unit forms a low scarp and is probably flat
lying.

Cambrian 

Antrim Plateau Volcanics Cla

This formation has a characteristic medium grey toned smooth

appearance and is widespread; in places it is soil covered but
generally the soil has not been shown, except for an area west of
Camfield_Creek (R5/5090; R6/5185).^The volcanics rest unc,onform-'
ably on the Proterozoic units, and are overlain in the east by
the Montejinni Limestone_and in the far southwest by the Merrina
Beds.(Milligan,.et al., 1966).^In the south-west the Volcanics are
capped with dark toned laterite, and at the eroded edges of this

there is a pale toned layer that at first was regarded as a separate
formation overlying the Q1a;^however, field evidence (Milligan,
pers.comm.) from WINNECKE CREEK, the adjoining sheet to the south
suggests that the pale layer is weathered volcanics. On R5/5008
it is difficult to distinguish -Cla from because of the poor
quality of the photos.,

On R1/5094 the sediments surrounded by volcanics are shown as
But?, but it is possible„.though not considered likely, that they •
are associated with the volcanics.

?Silicified sediments C

Numerous small steep sided hills north of Bini Hill and round
Barry_ Knob are thought tobe silicified sediments or chert from
within the volcanics.
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Montejinni Limestone 49mm

The formation overlies the Antrim Plateau Volcanics east of

Camfie14 bi,eek.^On R2/5048 it is reasonably well exposed, and

at the base is a dark soft bed overlain by a thin light toned bed;
this is followed by a dark toned well jointed layer (probably lime-
stone) capped in places by soft pale toned material.

•^ Further north, on VICTORIA RIVER DOWNS, the main two divisions,

i.e., - the lower dark toned bed and the upper probable limestone

bed, are well developed, and have been mapped as - m1 and 13m 2

resPectively.

..... •.•■•^...... 1•.•1

Merrina Beds -Cme

- This unit comes on to the extreme south west of the sheet
from WINNECKE CREEK where it has been mapped by Milligan, Smith,

Nichols. and - Doutch'(1966).^It is light grey toned and forms a

low scarp. -

Cz Laterite

This is well developed on the Antrim Plateau Volcanics in
the south—westand scattered patches are found on the Proterozoic

rocks in the west.

Older Alluvium Czb

The main development is west of Cattle Creek Outstation where

the Czb forms a light toned treeless plain. -

amt_Eagt c z w
This refers to a dark toned material probably deriving from

erosion of the ferruginous zone of the laterite profile.

III Structure

In general the Proterozoic rocks are folded and faulted,
whereas the Antrim Plateau Yolcanics and younger rocks are sub—
horizontal and little disturbed.

Of two anticlines recognised within the Proterozoic in the
. west of the Sheet the more northerly is in the Farquharson Gap

area (R4A/5176); the axis trends north—west, and the east flank
has been cut off by a somewhat sinuous fault possibly a low angle
reverse type; the west flank is gently dipping.^The core of
the other anticline is observed on R9/5010 and the axis also trends
north—west.
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On R11/5068 four miles west of the Victoria River, a narrow
anticline with a north-trending axis is cut by an important north-
trending fault; the fault zone l and subsidiary splays,extends
from this area to the northtpr 28 miles, and to the south probably
for 12 miles.^A probable extension further north is concealed by
Antrim Plateau Volcanics, but faulted inhere of B on R3/5182 are
on the samei trend, and an R1/5098 other faults on the same trend
cut But and^at the boundary of the Sheet with VICTORIA RIVER
DOWNS.^East of the fault zone the, sediments Eul to E4 and the
"Wave Hill Beds" form a moncline that dips gently to the east-south-
east.

On R9/5016 a fault about 8 miles)_ong cuts Bu9 and the movement.
associated. with it probably has been responsible for the strudture
in. thebeds -labelled Bu further south.^A few miles to the north a
small dome, in Bu? Within the Antrim Plateau Basalt lies on the fault
trend . .

IL VICTORIA RIVER DOWNS.

I. Stratigraphy (Table 2)

Proterozoic 

"Timber Creek Formation" But_^_

This unit is found in-the south-west of the Sheet. Laing and
Allen (1956, p.13 state that it is a lateral variation of the "Skull

Creek Limestone", being of mainly siltstone lithology.- The .T
boundaty-betweeft Put and Bus is placed south of the Humbert River
following Mackay's 1958 compilation.

West of Gibbie Creek (R15/5085-7) the formation has been sub-
divided into five conformable_units Be. to Be on the basis of
lithology as expressed in airphoto character, the latter being

shown-on the reference (Table 2). - The base of the formation is
not exposed, and it is overlain unconformably by the "Jasper Gorge
Sandstone".^Well-bedded sediments are exposed north

- of Depot
Creek R105077 - and this appears to be a suitable locality

-for
measuring a section.

"Skull Creek Limestone" Bus

The principal areas of outcrop are north and west of Victoria
River Downs Homestead, south and west of Humbert River and in the
north-west of the Sheet.^The formation typically has a light
toned thin-bedded appearance except where massive chert becomes

important in the section, where the unit takes on a hard appearance,
e.g. on R3/5054; 4/5106.
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On R8/5111 the position of the boundary of Bus and Due is

uncertain although Laing and Allen (1956) report a slight angular
unconformity between them. On R8/5107 the boundary between Pus

and Duo is placed at the base of a light toned bed east of the
principal point.

An inlier within the Antrim Plateau Volcanics on R8/5096
shows .a striated pattern typical of thin-bedded rocks, and it is

the
interpreted as pus; in this map/differs from that of Laing and
Allen, and from Mackay's compilation, on both of which it is shown
as Buj.

"Coolibah Formation" Duc t Duel

Laing and Allen (1956) gave this name to a sequence mainly of
siltstone and shale, the type section of which is in the Coolibah
Homestead area.^The formation is soft, dark toned on steep
slopes and light toned in gently sloping areas; in mot places
the contact with the overlying "Jasper Gorge Sandstone" appears
conformable.^The contrast in tone between steep and gentle slopes
is well shown on 11.6/5028; on the map both steep and gentle slopes
are included within the. formation, but a boundary has been placed at

the foot of the steep slope, in case a separation is thought desir-
able after field checking°

Within the Buc a dark toned bed, Duel forming a low acarp, has
been differentiated as a marker; it may be followed from R8A105 to
the-east-and-north of the-Fitzgerald Range.^An isolated outcrop
doubtfully assigned to.Buc i_is-found on 1110/'5183, the stratigraphy
of the general area R10/5186-84 requires checking in the field, as
does also R6/5018-20 where bedded light and_dark toned sediments

are included inAhe Luc. On R9/5123 the boundary between But on
the , west , and Duo on the east can be seen on the-photos, but in the
gorges to the' south the position is somewhat arbitrary.^Buc appears
to lens out on R7/5044 bringing the Buh,into unconformable contact
with Bus.

In the north of tidé Sheet round-Jasper Creek (R1/5014-16 718) _a
prel*Iinent hard bed appears in tne-Buc;.,the soft interval below

,:the.:,:
'Puj and this bed has been differentiated from the Due and designated
tj •^It is restricted to the northern part of the Sheet.

Buj "Ilubeac Gorge Sandstone"

Laing and Allen's (1956) type section for this formation is
at the eastern end of Jasper Gorge where they report about 600 feet
of sandstone overlying shale of the Coblibah Formation.^The Bluj
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is -a medium toned bedded unit -with very well- developed jointing in
places; in general it is flat lying, and forms the high country
of much o-f the western part of the Sheet.^In some areas e.g.
R10/5188 and further west it would be possible to subdivide the
Duj and .a boundary is indicated on the overlays, but not shown on
the map.

_On R11/5202 a jointed sandstone similar in appearance to Baaj
seems to overlie the Antrim Plateau . yolcanics and is_ included in
the -Ciao^Also on R11/5028 9 - R12/50 6 7 and R13/5099 sandstones.
surrounded - .by la should be checked in the field to decide whether
they belong to Buj, or are associated with the volcanics.

In most places Buj overlies Buc and is structurally conformable;
however in the•.south:-west it rests directly on put, and near. the
Humbert River in the west, and also on R7/5064 it is in contact
with the Bus.

On Victoria River-Downs no Proterozoic unit overlies the Ruj,
but it is overlain uncohformably by -els,

Camb-rian ,

la .Antrim Plateau Volcahics,

occupies a _broad _belt extending from the north-east to the
South central border of the Sheet with outliers in the southwest;
It is me,dium toned and _has a smooth surface, and rests unconformably
on all -Proterozoic units.^In places e g. on R3/5068 three or
four flows make up the section.^Some sediments labelled Buj may
be - associated with the volcanics, as indicated in the previous
section :),^These sediments commonly, trend north-west.

Sediments; -Gm Montejinni Limestone

The -ela is overlain:. on the west by the Montijinni Limestone.:
Along the--Arthetrohgaiver ,nOrth of Montejihni Hbtnestead --gmi'.forma a
ethall Scarpi. at a lower levb1 than -emwhich is-the Monte-jinni Lime=
stone proper.^On R101/5172 a shale interval seems - to be present
between. the lower hard bed -81m1 and the'81112'^ac° if in ft 4em1 is a
Cambrian sedimentary formation, the threefold lithological divisions
are akin ; to those in the Negri Group: , (Tra•es, 1955) 130 miles to the
west, or-possibly to those in the Daly River Group (Randall, 1961)
100 miles to the north.^Possibly however the layer referred to as
4m1 may be related only to the volcanic rocks.
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' Cretaceous

• K Mullaman Beds 

Rocks of this_sequence (Randall i. 1961) are found in the north-

east and-south-east of the Sheet where they rest-unconformably on
Montejinni Limestone. They are exposed in a relatively

narrow strip where streams draining generally west have removed
the cover of laterite and sand that conceals them further east.

On R1/5046 K is observed in a light-toned west-facing scarp at
the foot. of which is dark toned material that extends west for one
to-two miles-where there is a low bench.^The whole of this is

included in the K.^In the south-east (R13„ 14, 15) a broad area
of low relief below the main scarp is referred to as K?.

Cainozoic 

Cz Laterite

Scattered patches of laterite_are present on the Buj in the

west of the Sheet and on the Cretaceoms in the east.- - On R10/5160
some areas apparently with trend lines showing through have been
interpreted as questionable Cz.

Czs Sand', Soil 

Czs applies to soil, sand and colluvial deposits found4in

many areas in gentle slopes between the river alluvium and rock
outcrops.

Quatersasy.

.....
Qt Terrace deposits 

These are flat. lying-pale toned areas adjacent to the main
river; ' they_are at a higher-level than present streams, and
appear to be being eroded. at present.^In places e.g. R8/5103 their
Surface has an unusual dark tone as though it has been affected by
later4ization.

II. Structure

The older rocks Ilut and .us are exposed in several anticlines,
the largest of which is in the Victoria River Downs Homestead area,

- the core being in the Fitzgerald Range.^The eastern flank of this
anticline is well Dutlined by Bluc„ but on the west the structure
is complicated by a fault trending north-north-west through Burt Hill,

that separates a second but narrow anticline, with the same axial
trend as the fault, from the main broad fold.^Possibly this western
anticline continues to the south past Station Hill and south of the
Wickham River.
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. South of Mt. Warburton is a small dcme in the Bus and to the
south-east of this a much faulted anticlinal fold.^Possibly both
these culminations are on anorth-west trend that continues in
narrow faulted anticlines north of the Humbert River.

In the far north-west two anticlines have been mapped in the
Bus; the axis of the more northei4ly trends north-north-west and
the other axis trends north-north-east (R5/5121).^On R6/5036
the axis of a small faulted anticline in the Bus trends west-north-

west; this fold may be-reIated.to the long faulted anticline north
of the Humbert River referred to above.

Within the Antrim Plateau.VOlcanics in the Waterbag Creek area."-
(R8/5096) a narrow north7trending,anticline is exposed in sediments
interpreted as Bus.

On the western edge of the .,Sheet the Wickham River is probably
near the axis of an anticline thi plunges gently east.

As indicated under "Stratigraphy the But in the south-West is

divided into five units, the lowest of which is the core of an

anticline on R15/5086; this fold. hasa sinuous axis trending
generally north-east.^A small :anticline in the But with a north•
axial; trend is visible on R13/5098.

Within the Buh on R15/5069 small narrow anticline with a
north-north-west trend is exposed.. North of this on R12/5061 is

an anticline referred to as the:Pigeon Hole Anticline by Laing &

Allen (1956) with a steeply dipping fault trending north-west; this

trend lines up with a straight stretch of the Victoria River some
18 miles long.^Just to the east Of this trend, on R11/5210, a dome
about l miles across is . probablY' a culmination on the same anticlinal
structure.

The north-west trend is present also in jOinting in the Buj
in the south-west but joints with an east-north-east trend are 'tore
numerous.^Also trending approximately north-west are the inliers
of Puj? in the Antrim Plateau Vofcanics.

Coolibah Creek and the Armstrong River form a prominent lineament
trending north-east, as also dOeS Five Mile Creek.

Two important periods of folding have taken place, one after
the deposition of the Bus/But and. - the other after the deposition of
the Buj.^Characteristic of the styleof folding particularly with
respect to the Buj is thenarrownetS of the anticline's in cOntrast

to the generally flat-lying nature of the formation; probably this
is due to basement faulting.
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similar hard bed can be obServed in places; however it is not
continuous, and the whole interval is undifferentiated and

represented by the symbol Bj, Buc; furthermore, the Duo as. mapped

in the north-West of VICTORIA RIVER DOA'S d'an be followed towards

the north-east in the scarp below the Buj to the Victoria River

where it meets with the undifferentiated Bj,

Bul "Jasper Gorge Sandstone"

This formation is the most widespread of the Proterozoic
units on DELAMERE; it extends north from the southern boundary of

the Sheet on either side of the Victoria River; north of the big
west bend in the river at its junction with Matt Wilson Creek,
the Buj continues and seems to become somewhat softer; however

it- was not possible to draw a boundary, and at the northern Sheet
border the unit joins with the Palm Creek Beds on FERGUSSON RIVER

(Randal, 1961).^In the west of DELAMERE, in the vicinity of the

Ikymbon River, the Buj dips beneath the Angalarra Siltstone.

The "Jasper Gorge Sandstone" is structurally conformable with
the underlying Buo y Br and gj, Dix, but Laing and Allen (1956)
report a disc onformable relationship south of Coolibah Homestead.
This is supported by an observation on R10/5130 that the prominent

hard, bed within the j, Duo dips moderately, whereas the overlying

tuj is sub-horizontal.

On .R5/5184- the contact of Buj with the overlying Angalarri
Siltstone_("Auvergne Shale" of Laing & Allen (1956) is apparently,
conformable;

Bu.9„ ,Angalarri Siltstone 

‘ts- , Outcrops of this unit are restricted to the north-west of

DELAMERE on both sides of the Angalarri River. North of Crocodile
Yard it has been possible to divide the unit into three parts

D'Ala, of medium grey tone and low relief, Bua 2 dark toned and
forming a low scarp, and Bua 3 light toned and soft; elsewhere
the formation is light to medium toned, fairly soft, and bedding

is observed in places.

In the far north-west of the Sheet Bua is overlain probably
conformably by a scarp-forming sandstone belonging to the Yambarra
Beds of Randal (1961). On R2/5051 Bua is overlain unconformably by
lateritised Cretaceous rocks, and on R1/5026 by a rough looking

sandstone probably associated with the Antrim Plateau Volcanics.
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C. DELAKERE

I:Strati'grebhi (Table 3)

Proterozoic
.^.

"Skull Creek Limestone "

This formation continues from the north-west of VICTORIA
RIVER DOWNS to the south-west of DELAMERE and thence northward
to the - vicinity of the Victoria River.^On their map (Sheet'

'

,1)
 ALaing e;c Allen (1956) show a gradational boundary with the "Timber

Creek Formition", which could not be recognised on the air photos.
The typesection is in the faulted anticline crossed by the old
Timber Creek-Jasper Gorge road.^Where chert is present in the
sequence, a hard appearance can be observed e.g. Run 11 Photo
5187.

.North.. of Mt. Sellars the "Jasper Gorge Sandstone" Buj rests
directly on the.."Skull Creek Limestone" Bus.(Auvergne

- R11/5088)_
but some-seven :miles further east (Del; R11/5189) a soft-unit Br,
thp probable equivalent of the "CoOlibah Formation" intervenes
between Buj and Bus.

Br

This symbol is given to a soft medium toned unit overlying
the "Skull Creek Limestone" and beneath the "Jasper Gorge Sandstone"
in the general area of Coolibah Homestead. 

-Although this is the -
loOation of Laing and Allen's type sections of the "Coolibah

Formation", the unit Br is distinguished from the Coolibah Formation
Due, because about three miles north of Coolibah Homestead it under-
lies a lower split Buja of the "Jasper Gorge Sandstone".^Thus^it
underlies the extension of the Pj, Due from the northern part of
VICTORIA RIVER DOWNS, the photogeology of which was completed before

,

that of DELEMERE.

kaza

This .is_recognised only near
, Coolibah Homestead,. where the j,

Rpo_eôft_interval-beloW the_Iljedper Gorge Sandstone" lenses out.
Itis a light to medium tOned'bedded sandstone indi6tinguishabIe
inphoto_character rrom the Buj proper.

Bic "Coolibah Formation";

The "Coolibah Formation" is a soft dark toned unit, underlying
the "Jasper Gorge Sandstone". In the north of VICTORIA RIVER DOWNS
in the Jasper Creek area an upper part Rd was separated on the
basis of a prominent hard bed in the sequence.^This differentiation
was carried north on DE41YLERE as far, as Delamere Creek, where a
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guy Yambarra Beds 

In the far north-west of the Sheet, a medium toned, bedded
unit forming a prominent scarp overlies the Rua apparently con-

formably.^This unit, probably a sandstone, is referred to the

Yambarra Beds that have been mapped on FERGUSSON RIVER. They
are probably equivalent to the "Pinkerton Beds" of Laing & Allen

(1956).

Cambrian

,ela Antrim Plateau Volcanics; 7481 Seidimënts

This formation extends in a broad "belt trending roughly north-

north-west from the southern to the northern boundary of the Sheet.
The Volcanics lie unconformably on all the Proterozoic units except

the Yambarra Beds. On R4/5026 the Qla can be observed overlying
the Angalarri Siltstone, and there are scattered outliers an Puj„

Bj, and Bj, Buce

- A rough surfaced medium toned unit designated el, interpreted
as sandstone, can be-observed here and there within the volcanics

and in-some places at or near the base of the formation (e.g.
R1/5024; R4/5126, 28; _R11/5171).^On R1/5024 this sandstone is

apparently unaffected by folding - in the underlying Buj, and there-
fore it is-considered-to be associated with the -Gla rather than with

the Proterozoic rocks.

tm• - •26Onte jinni-Limestone .2 . ,

This formation with a mottled pattern is found only in the

extreme south-east at the border with VICTORIA RIVER DOWNS.

em Daly River di-OUp 

The Tindall Limestone and the Jinduckin Formation extend on to

the .north-east of LELAMERE from FERGUSSON RIVER, but they cannot
be separately distinguished on the air photos, and are therefore

shown as undifferentiated Daly River Group.

Cretaceous

Kim* Mullaman Beds 

Cretaceous rocks are exposed in a narrow strip extending from
Willeroo to the southern border of the Sheet; to the east of this
they are covered with laterite and sand. , Elsewhere outliers of

lateritised Cretaceous are found on Q1a, 1Bua and possibly on the
Yambarra Beds in the north-west, though only laterite has been

indicated here.
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CZ Laterite

Besides being well developed on the Kim, laterite is
found in scattered retches on the "Jasper Gorge Sandstone" parti-

cularly in the Stokes Range and on the Yambarra Beds in the north-
west.

Cd Consolidated detritus 

This-term has been applied to two areas in the north of the

Sheet where medium toned poorly bedded material is observed in
contact with Buj,to which it is quite similar in appearance.
On Fergusson River R8/5196 the Czd can be seeh to .overlie the
Antrim Plateau Volcanics; also on Delamere R2/5061 be Czd rests

on-81a and seems to be at a lorker elevation than nearby lateritised
Cretaceous rocks, from which it is therefore distinguished.

Que4;ernary ,Qt Terrace Deposits

These are extensive near Coolibah Homestead,^Present river
level 4s well below that of the terraces, and on R10/5126 the dark
tone of the Qt requires field checking.

.^....
Czs Sand Soil

' Gzs.applies to soil l sand_and colluvial deposits found in
many-areas in gentle slopes between the river alluvium and rock
outcrops.

Sand'

This refers to the widespread sand on the plain on the east side

of the Sheet which is considered to be transported principally by
wind action.

II. Structure

The Proterozoic rocks are in general sub-horizontal except for
isolated steeply dipping zones and small folds such as the narrow

faulted anticline in the "Skull Creek Limestone" in the south-west
(R15/5204); in this struCture both the axis and the fault trend

north-west, and a small horizontal displacement in tie sinistral
sense appears to have taken place along this fault. On R15/5198
a small north-trending anticline in the Bal has warped the overlying
Buj. On R1/5024 an anqoline in the Dal, Buc trends west-south-
west.^Within the BUJ^Ore is an interesting circular dome some
3 miles across on R8/50580
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A narrow zone dipping steeply to the north is observed on

R2/5062; this is interpreted as being in the Buj and if this
is so it forms the south limb of an assymetric syncline with its
axis trending west.

Four miles east of Coolibah Homestead a prominent zone of
discontinuous faulting trending north-north-west is observed;
this extend-s almost to the northern boundary of the Sheet and
for about 18 miles south-south-east of Coolibah.^An isolated
fault on R15/5188 on the continuation of the fault trend may be
associated with the same system.

On R8/5053 a fault of this system cuts the Buja but is not
apparent in the 'soft Bj, Buc above though it seems to have affected
the overlying Puj

On R1/5016 and on R2/5059 two faults trending east-north-east
are observed, Faults with the same trend are present also on

R6/'5200 and on R8/5045 and within the"Skull Creek Limestone" in
the south-west.^This direction is alk) one of two important
directions of jointing, the other being north-north-west.^Jointing
is well ,developed in-the "Jasper Gorge Sandstone" and is present
in the Antrim Plateau VolOanics but of relativelY less importance.

The Phanerozoic rocks are flat lying; on Fergusson River
R8/5196 a probable fault-affects the -1a, but in general, faulting
appears to ,be unimportant in these and younger rocks.

• The ,.sediments labelled 01 have a north-west trend that
requires ,emplanation.^It is different from the jointing and
fault directions in the Proterozoic, but is parallel to the

direction of the edges of probable flows on the Antrim Plateau
Volcanics round Price and Aroona Creeks.
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